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The 2017 study guide will help you prepare for the exam by providing 12 practice open book

exam and 2 Final Closed Book Exams. This book also covers most topics that are included on

all Master Electricians exams such as conductor sizing and protection, motors, transformers,

voltage drop, demand loads, box and conduit sizing, over-current protection and residential and

commercial load calculations. The text contains the most widely used electrical calculations

and formulas the reader needs to pass the journeyman and master electrical competency

exam. This book also covers most topics that are included on all Master Electricians exams

such as conductor sizing and protection, motors, transformers, voltage drop, demand loads,

box and conduit sizing, over-current protection and residential and commercial load

calculations. The text contains the most widely used electrical calculations and formulas the

reader needs to pass the journeyman and master electrical competency exam.

About the AuthorRay Holder has worked in the electrical industry for more than 40 years as an

apprentice, journeyman, master, field engineer, estimator, business manager, contractor,

inspector, and instructor. He is a graduate of Texas State University and holds a Bachelor of

Science Degree in Occupational Education. A certified instructor of electrical trades, he has

been awarded a lifetime teaching certificate from the Texas Education Agency in the field of

Vocational Education. Mr. Holder has taught thousands of students at Austin Community

College; Austin Texas Odessa College at Odessa, Texas; Technical-Vocational Institute of

Albuquerque, New Mexico; Howard College at San Angelo, Texas, and in the public school

systems in Fort Worth and San Antonio, Texas. He is currently Director of Education for

Electrical Seminars, Inc. of San Marcos, Texas. Mr. Holder is an active member of the National

Fire Protection Association, International Association of Electrical Inspectors, and the

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. About the Publisher: Brown Technical

Publications Inc, is an affiliate of Brown Technical Book Shop located in Houston, Texas.

Brown, now with Mr. Holder, has brought its 70 years of experience to the electrical industry. --
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428INTRODUCTIONHOW TO PREPARE FOR THE EXAMCongratulations on purchasing this

book! You have taken the first step towards successfully passing your Master Electrician’s

Licensing Exam. You have in your hands the best self-study guide available for master

electrician’s exam preparation. This book will not make you a competent electrician, nor teach

you the electrical trade, but it will give you an idea of the type of questions asked on most

electrician’s licensing exams and how to answer them correctly. This book covers practically all

the subjects you will likely be tested on, including: branch circuits and feeders, motors and

motor controls, transformers, hazardous locations, special occupancies, conductors, box and

raceway fill, services, and the ever present electrical calculations, plus much more.Most

electrician’s licensing exams consists of multiple-choice questions therefore, these are the

types of questions shown in this exam preparation guide. The exam questions you may

encounter may be, fill in the blank, complete a sentence, select a correct choice, or complete a

math calculation. In this self-study guide you will find simulated exams, with questions much

like the actual test questions. These questions are an example of the many questions the

author and his students come upon when taking numerous licensing exams in recent



years.Begin your exam preparation with two important points in mind.* Opportunities in life will

arise - be prepared for them.* The more you LEARN - the more you EARN.Attempting to take

an exam without preparation is a complete waste of time. Don’t make that mistake. Attend

classes at your local community college. Attend seminars, electrical code updates, and

company sponsored programs. Many major electrical suppliers and local unions sponsor

classes of this type at no cost. Take advantage of them.Become familiar with the National

Electrical Code&�; the Code has a LANGUAGE all its own. Understanding this language will help

you to better interpret the NEC&�. Do not become intimidated by its length. Become thoroughly

familiar with the definitions in Chapter One; if you don't, the remainder of the NEC&�will be

difficult to comprehend. Remember, on the job we use different "lingo" and phrases compared

to the way the NEC&� is written and to the way many test questions are expressed. HOW TO

STUDYBefore beginning to study, get into the right frame of mind, and relax. Study in a quiet

place that is conducive to learning. If such a place is not available, go to your local library. It is

important that you have the right atmosphere in which to study.It is much better to study many

short lengths of time than attempt to study fewer, longer lengths of time. Try to study a little

while, say about an hour, every evening. You will need the support and understanding of your

family to set aside this much needed time. As you study this exam

preparation book, the NEC&� and other references, always highlight the important points. This

makes it easier to locate Code references when taking the exam.Use a straight edge, such as

a six-inch ruler when using the NEC&� tables and charts. A very common mistake is to get on

the wrong line when using these tables; when that happens, the result is an incorrect

answer.Use tabs on the major sections of your NEC&�, so they are faster and easier to locate

when taking the exam. The national average allowed per question is less than three minutes,

you cannot waste time.WHAT TO STUDYA common reason for one to be unsuccessful when

attempting to pass electrical exams is not knowing what to study. Approximately forty percent

of most exams are known as "core" questions. These type of questions are reflected in this

exam preparation book.The subject matter covered in most electrical license examinations is:*

Grounding and bonding* Overcurrent protection* Wiring methods and installation* Boxes and

fittings* Services and equipment* Motors* Special occupancies* Load calculations* Lighting*

Appliances* Box and raceway fill* Hazardous locationsBecome very familiar with questions on

the above. Knowing what to study is a major step toward passing your exam.HELPFUL HINTS

ON TAKING THE EXAM* Complete the easy questions first. On most tests, all questions are

valued the same. If you become too frustrated on any one question, it may reflect upon your

entire test.* Keep track of time. Do not spend too much time on one question. If a question is

difficult for you, mark the answer sheet the answer you think is correct and place a check ('�) by

that question in the examination booklet. Then go on to the next question; if you have time after

finishing the rest of the exam, you can go back to the questions you have checked. If you

simply do not know the answer to a question, take a guess. Choose the answer that is most

familiar to you. In most cases, the answer is B or C.* Only change answers if you know you are

right. - Usually, your first answer is your best answer.* Relax - Do not get uptight and stressed

out when testing.* Tab your Code Book. - References are easier and faster to find.* Use a

straightedge.- Prevent getting on the wrong line when referring to the tables in the NEC&�.* Get a

good nights rest before the exam. - Do not attempt to drive several hours to an exam site; be

rested and alert.* Understand the question. - One key word in a question can make a

difference in what the question is asking. Underlining key words will help you to understand

the meaning of the question. * Use a dependable calculator. - Use a solar-powered calculator

that has a battery back-up. Since many test sites are not well lighted, this type of calculator will



prepare you for such a situation. If possible, bring along a spare calculator.* Show up at least

30 minutes prior to your exam time. – Be sure to allow yourself time for traffic, etc. when

planning your route to the exam location.TYPICAL REGULATIONS AT THE PLACE OF

EXAMINATIONMost licensing agencies outsource their examinations to a testing agency that

is a separate entityfrom the licensing agency. After you get approval from the licensing agency

to take the exam, contact the testing agency for their regulations. To ensure that all examinees

are examined under equally favorable conditions, the following regulations and procedures are

observed at most examination sites:* Each examinee must present proper photo identification,

preferably your driver's license before you will be permitted to take the examination.* No

cameras, notes, tape recorders, pagers, or cellular phones are allowed in the examination

room.* No one will be permitted to work beyond the established time limits.* Examinees are not

permitted any reference material EXCEPT the National Electrical Code&�.* Examinees will be

permitted to use noiseless calculators during the examination. Calculators which provide

programmable ability or pre-programmed calculators are prohibited.* Permission of an

examination proctor must be obtained before leaving the room while the examination is in

progress.* Each examinee is assigned to a seat specifically designated by name and/or

number when admitted to the examination room.TYPICAL EXAMINATION

QUESTIONSEXAMPLE 1An equipment grounding conductor of a branch circuit shall be

identified by which of the following colors?A. gray B. whiteC. blackD.

greenHere you are asked to select from the listed colors the one that is to be used to identify

the equipment grounding conductor of a branch circuit. Since Section 250.119 of the NEC&�

requires that green or green with yellow stripes be the color of insulation used on a grounding

conductor (when it is not bare), the answer is D.EXAMPLE 2Driven rod and pipe grounding

electrodes shall NOT be less than _____ in length.A. 4 feet B. 6 feetC. 10 feetD. 8

feetHere the "question" is in the form of an incomplete statement. Your task is to select the

choice that best completes the statement. In this case, you should have selected Dsince

Section 250.52(A)(5) of the NEC&� specifies that rod and pipe electrodes shall not be less than 8

feet in length.EXAMPLE 3A building or other structure served shall be supplied by only one

serviceEXCEPT one where the capacity requirements are in excess of _____.A. 800 amperes

at a supply voltage of 1000 volts or less B. 1000 amperes at a supply voltage of 1000 volts

or lessC. 1500 amperes at a supply voltage of 1000 volts or lessD. 2000 amperes at a supply

voltage of 1000 volts or lessAgain, the "question" is in the form of an incomplete statement and

your task is to select the choice that best completes the statement. In this case, you are to find

an exception. You have to select the condition that has to be met when supplying a building or

structure by more than one service. You should have selected D because Section 230.2(C)(1)

requires the conditions listed in D but does not require or permit the conditions listed in A, B, or

C.EXAMPLE 4Disregarding exceptions, the MINIMUM size overhead service-drop conductors

shall be _____ AWG copper.A. 6 B. 8C. 12D. 14Here the "question" is

in the form of fill in the blank and your task is to select the choice that best completes the

statement. In this case, exceptions are not applicable. You have to select the minimum size

conductor required for overhead service-drop conductors. You should have selected B

because Section 230.23(B) specifies that the conductors shall not be smaller than 8 AWG

copper.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKPractice exams numbers 1-12 contained in this book

consists of 25 questions each. The time allotted for each of these practice exams is 75 minutes

or 3 minutes per question. After taking the first 12 exams try the final exams. The two final

exams are 100 questions in length; the allotted time for each final exam is 5 hours. Using this

time limit as a standard, you should be able to complete an actual examination in the allotted



time.You will seldom find trick questions in this exam prep guide, but many will require careful

reading. Certain words such as, shall, shall not, should and should not, can make a difference

in the correct answer. When a question contains verbiage such as, in general, generally, the

general rule is, disregarding exceptions, etc., this means exceptions are not to be taken into

consideration.To get the most out of this book you should answer every question and highlight

your NEC&� for future reference. If you have difficulty with a question and cannot come up with

the answer that is familiar to you, put a check mark next to the question and come back to it

after completing the remainder of the questions. Review your answers with the ANSWER KEY

located in the back of this book. This will help you identify your strengths and weaknesses.

When you discover you are weaker in some areas than others, you will know that further study

is necessary in those areas.Do only one practice exam contained in this book during an

allotted study period. This way you do not get burned out and fatigued trying to study for too

long a period of time. This also helps you develop good study habits. GOOD LUCK!ABOUT

THE AUTHORH. Ray Holder has worked in the electrical industry for over fifty years as an

apprentice, journeyman, master, field engineer, estimator, business manager, contractor,

inspector, consultant, and instructor.Mr. Holder is a graduate of Texas State University and

holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Occupational Education. He also holds a lifetime

teaching certificate from the Texas Education Agency, in the field of Vocational Education.He is

a certified instructor of electrical trades. His classes are presented in a simplified, easy-to-

understand format for electricians.He has taught over 100,000 students online, in textbooks,

and classrooms at Austin Community College, and the University of Texas at Austin, Texas,

Odessa College, at Odessa, Texas, Howard College at San Angelo, Texas, Technical-

Vocational Institute of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and in the public school systems in Ft. Worth

and San Antonio, Texas. He is currently the Director of Education for Electrical Seminars,

Inc.Mr. Holder is a former member of the National Fire Protection Association, International

Association of Electrical Inspectors, and retired member of the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers. USEFUL FORMULASTo Find Single PhaseThree PhaseDirect

CurrentAmperes whenkVA is knownkVA x 1,000EkVA x 1,000E x 1.732not applicableAmperes

whenhorsepower is knownHP x 746___E x %Eff. x PF.HP x 746_ ____E x 1.732 x %Eff. x

PF.HP x 746E x %Eff.Amperes whenKilowatts are knownkW x 1,000E x PF.kW x 1,000__E x

1.732 x PF.kW x 1,000EKilowattsI x E x PF.1,000I x E x 1.732 x PF.1,000I x E_1,000Kilovolt

AmperesI x E_1,000I x E x 1.7321,000not applicableHorsepowerI x E x %Eff. x PF.746I x E x

1.732 x %Eff. x PF.746I x E x %Eff.746WattsE x I x PF.E x I x 1.732 x PF.E x I �I  �=  �Amperes  �HP  �

= Horsepower �E  �=  �Volt �%Eff. �= Percent Efficiency �kW = Kilowatts �PF.  �= Power Factor �kVA �= �

Kilovolt-AmperesPower – “Pie” Circle FormulasOhms Law Circle FormulasCommonly used

NEC® Tables and Articles:Tbl. 110.26(A)(1) �Working Spaces About Electrical Equipment of 600

Volts or LessTbl. 110.28 � �Enclosure Selection210.8 � �GFCI Protection210.12 � �AFCI ProtectionTbl.

210.21(B)(3) �Receptacle RatingsTbl. 210.24 � �Branch-Circuit RequirementsTbl. 220.12 � �General

Lighting Loads by OccupancyTbl. 220.42 � �Lighting Load Demand FactorsTbl. 220.55 � �Demand

Factors for Household Cooking AppliancesTbl. 220.56 � �Demand Factors for Commercial Kitchen

EquipmentTbl. 220.84 � �Optional Calculation-Demand Factors for Multi-Family DwellingsTbl.

240.6(A) � �Standard Ampere Ratings of Overcurrent Protection DevicesTbl. 250.66 � �Grounding

Electrode ConductorTbl. 250.122 � �Equipment Grounding ConductorsTbl. 300.5 � �Burial Depth of

Conductors and CablesTbl. 310.15(B)(2)(a) �Ambient Temperature Correction Factors for

ConductorsTbl. 310.15(B)(3)(a) �Adjustment Factors for More Than 3 Wires in RacewayTbl.

310.15(B)(16) �Allowable Ampacities of Conductors in RacewaysTbl. 310.15(B)(17) �Allowable

Ampacities of Single Conductors in Free AirTbl. 310.104(A) �Conductor Applications and



Insulations430.32 � �Overload Sizing for MotorsTbl. 430.52 � �Motor Overcurrent ProtectionTbl.

430.248 � �Single-Phase Motors Full-Load Current RatingsTbl. 430.250 � �Three-Phase Motors Full-

Load Current RatingsTbl. 450.3(A) � �Overcurrent Protection for Transformers Over 600 VoltsTbl.

450.4(A) � �Overcurrent Protection for Transformers of 600 Volts or LessChpt. 9, Tbl. 4 � �Dimensions

and Percent Area of Conduit and Tubing Chpt. 9, Tbl. 5 � �Dimensions of Insulated

ConductorsChpt. 9, Tbl. 8 � �Conductor PropertiesAnnex C � �Conduit and Tubing Fill for Conductors

of the Same SizeAnnex D � �Calculation ExamplesUNIT 1BASIC ELECTRICAL FORMULASUpon

successfully completing this unit of study, the student will be familiar with the concepts and

application of Ohm’s Law, power and current formulas plus power factor.2017UNIT 1BASIC

ELECTRICAL FORMULASPIE CIRCLE FORMULASRELATED INFORMATION:'¢ The PIE

formula circle illustrates the relationship between power, current and voltage.'¢ Power may

be expressed as true power such as, watts, kilowatts, kW or horsepower; power may also be

expressed in terms as apparent power such as, volt-amps, VA, kilo volt-amps or kVA. '¢ The

letter “P” represents power.'¢ The letter “I” represents the intensity of current.'¢ The

letter “E” represents voltage.'¢ The letter “k” is the abbreviation of kilo or one thousand

(1,000).'¢ One kW equals 1,000 watts.'¢ One kVA equals 1,000 volt-amps.'¢ One

horsepower equals 746 watts.'¢ Formulas used to determine the available power for a

single-phase circuit, load or an electrical system are: �P = I x E �P = current x volts �P = volts x

amps �P = VA �P = kVA �kW = current x volts1,000 �kVA = current x volts1,000EXAMPLE –

Determine the available power, in VA, for a 100 ampere, 240 volt,single-phase circuit. � �A. 2,400

VA � �B. 24,000 VA � �C. 240,000 VA � �D. 240 VAANSWER – ( B )  �24,000 VA  �VA = I x E �VA = 100

amperes x 240 volts = 24,000 VAEXAMPLE – Determine the apparent power, in kVA, for a 150

ampere, 120/240Volt, single-phase electrical system. � �A. 36 kVA � �B. 3.60 kVA � �C. 360 kVA � �D. 3,600

kVAANSWER – ( A ) �36 kVA �kVA = I x E1,000 �kVA = 150 amps x 240 volts = 36,000 = 36

kVA 1,000 1,000'¢ Formulas used to determine the available power for three-

phase circuits,loads or electrical systems are: �P = I x E x 1.732 �P = current x volts x 1.732 �P =

volts x 1.732 x amps �P = VA x 1.732 �kW = current x volts x 1.7321,000 �kVA = current x volts x

1.7321,000EXAMPLE – Determine the available power, in VA, for a 100 ampere

208Y/120 volt, three-phase circuit. � �A. 3,603 VA � �B. 36,026 VA � �C. 360,260 VA � �D. 20,800

VAANSWER – ( B ) �36,026 VA  �VA = I x E x 1.732 �VA = 100 amps x 208 volts x 1.732 = 36,026

VA �*Note – In this situation we are to use 208 volts and multiply by  �1.732 (the square root of 3),

because we are to balance the load in the three current-carrying

conductors.EXAMPLE – A load that draws 50 amperes when connected to a 208Y/120

volt,three-phase source has a kW rating of _____. � �A. 18 kW � �B. 1.8 kW � �C. 180 kW � �D. 1,800

kWANSWER – ( A ) �18 kW  �kW = current x volts x 1.7321,000 �kW = 50 x 208 x 1.732 =

18,013 = 18 kW1,000 1,000'¢ Current may be expressed in terms such as

amps, amperes, full-load current, FLC, full-load amps, FLA, load in amps or amperes,

amperage, amperage draw or line load.'¢ The letter “I” represents the intensity of the

current.'¢ Formulas used to determine the current in a single-phase circuit, load or an

electrical system are: �I = PE �I = powervoltage �I = wattsvolts �I = kW x 1,000volts �I = VA_ volts �I =

kVA x 1,000voltsEXAMPLE – Determine the current, in amperes, for a 120 volt, single-phase

branchcircuit that has only six (6) 100 watt incandescent luminaries (lighting

fixtures) connected. �A. 5 amperes �B. 15 amperes �C. 20 amperes �D. 2 amperesANSWER –

( A )  �5 amperes �I = watts I = 600_ = 5 amperesvolts 120 EXAMPLE – Determine

the current, in amperes, of a 2.4 kW load connected to a 240volt, single-phase source. �A. .01

ampere �B. 1 ampere �C. 100 amperes �D. 10 amperesANSWER – ( D ) �10 amperes  �I = 2.4 kW x

1,000 = 2,400 = 10 amperes240 240'¢ Formulas used to determine the current



in a three (3)-phase circuit, load, or an electrical system are: �I = P____ E x 1.732 �I =

power___volts x 1.732 �I = watts___volts x 1.732 �I = kW x 1,000_volts x 1.732 �I =

VA____volts x 1.732 �I = kVA x 1,000_volts x 1.732EXAMPLE – A 36,026 VA load connected

to a 208Y/120-volt, three-phase circuit willdraw ______ of current per phase. �A. 10 amperes �B.

173 amperes �C. 250 amperes �D. 100 amperesANSWER – ( D ) �100 amperes  �I = VA___E x

1.732 �I = 36,026 VA___ = 36,026_ = 100 amperes208 volts x 1.732

360.25EXAMPLE – A balanced 60 kVA load connected to a 480Y/277-volt three-

phaseelectrical system will have a full-load current draw of _____ perphase. �A. 72 amperes �B.

125 amperes �C. 720 amperes �D. 80 amperesANSWER – ( A ) �72 amperes  �I = kVA x

1,000_volts x 1.732 �I = 60 kVA x 1,000_ = 60,000_ = 72 amperes480 volts x 1.732

831.36POWER FACTORRELATED INFORMATION:'¢ Power factor (PF) is the ratio

between true power expressed as watts, kilo watts or kW and the apparent power expressed

as volt-amps, VA or kVA.'¢ Power factor is expressed as a percent that does not exceed

100 percent or a decimal.'¢ True power, is expressed as watts, a unit of work, kW or

kilowatts; this condition occurs in AC circuits or loads that contain only resistance. This is why

electric ranges, ovens, cooktops, dryers and water heaters are all rated in watts or kW. The

current and the voltage will be “in-phase”, meaning that the voltage and the current will reach

their peak and zero values at the same time. This is what we call unity or a power factor of 100

percent.'¢ True power (watts) equals apparent power (VA) in an electrical circuit or load

containing only resistance.'¢ True power (watts) is less than apparent power (VA) in a circuit

or load containing inductance or capacitance, such as motors, transformers, HID and

fluorescent lighting.'¢ The true power (watts) of a single-phase circuit or load that contains

inductance or capacitance can be calculated by the use of the following formula: �Watts = volts x

amperes x power factorEXAMPLE – What is the true power, in watts, of a 10 ampere load

supplied with 120 volts, having a power factor of 80 percent? � �A. 1,000 watts � �B. 1,200 watts � �C.

2,400 watts � �D. 960 wattsANSWER – ( D ) �960 watts  �Watts = volts x amperes x power factor �

Watts = 120 volts x 10 amps x .8 = 960 watts'¢ The true power (watts) of a three-phase

circuit or load that contains inductance or capacitance can be calculated by the use of the

following formula: �Watts = volts x 1.732 x amperes x power factorEXAMPLE – Determine the

true power (watts) of a 7.5 ampere load with a powerfactor of 87 percent supplied from a three-

phase, 208-volt source. �A. 1,375 watts �B. 2,350 watts �C. 2,700 watts �D. 3,132 wattsANSWER –

( B ) �2,350 watts  �Watts = volts x 1.732 x amperes x power factor �Watts = 208 volts x 1.732 x 7.5

amps x .87 = 2,350 watts'¢ In most ac circuits containing inductance or capacitance a

phase shift exists, the current is “out-of-phase” with the voltage; the current and the voltage do

not reach their peak and zero values at the same time. Apparent power (VA) is usually more

than the power in watts when this condition occurs. Apparent power is calculated without

considering the phase shift that may be present between total voltage and current in the circuit.'¢

Formulas used to determine the power factor are: �Power factor = wattsVA �Power factor =

watts__volt amps �Power factor = kW x 1,000volt ampsEXAMPLE - The power factor of a 5 kW

load drawing 30 amperes of current whenconnected to a 208-volt, single-phase source is

______. �A. 92 percent �B. 46 percent �C. 80 percent �D. 83 percentANSWER – ( C ) �80 percent  �PF

= kW x 1,000__volt x amperes �PF = 5 kW x 1,000___ = 5,000 = .80 or 80%208 volts x

30 amps 6,240'¢ Formulas used to determine the current of a single-phase electrical

load or system when the voltage and power factor are known are: �I = watts__volts x PF �I = kw

x 1,000volts x PFEXAMPLE – A 300 watt industrial type HID luminaire (lighting fixture) has a

powerfactor of 85 percent and is connected to a 120 volt branch circuit. Theluminaire will draw

______ of current. �A. 2.94 amperes �B. 2.50 amperes �C. 3.25 amperes �D. 2.13 amperesANSWER



– ( A ) �2.94 amperes  �I = watts__volts x PF �I = 300 watts__ = 300 = 2.94 amperes120

volts x .85 102'¢ Formulas used to determine the current of a three-phase load or

system when the voltage and the power factor are known are: �I = watts______volts x

1.732 x PF �I = kw x 1,000___volts x 1.732 x PFEXAMPLE - A 5 kW load having a power

factor of 90 percent will draw ______ whenconnected to a 208Y/120 volt, three-phase

electrical system. �A. 37.47 amperes �B. 13.88 amperes �C. 17.87 amperes �D. 15.42

amperesANSWER – ( D ) �15.42 amperes  �I = kW x 1,000___volts x 1.732 x PF �I = 5

kW x 1,000____ = 5,000 =15.42 amperes208 volts x 1.732 x .9 324.2OHM’S LAW CIRCLE

FORMULASRELATED INFORMATION:'¢ The Ohm’s Law circle formula illustrates the

relationship between voltage, current and resistance.'¢ The letter “E” represents

electromotive force, or voltage.'¢ The letter “I” represents the intensity of the current.'¢

The letter “R” represents the friction opposite the flow of electrons in a conductor and is known

as resistance; the unit of measurement is the ohm.'¢ In an alternating current circuit, factors

that oppose current flow are conductor resistance, capacitive reactance, and inductive

reactance. This total opposition to current flow is known as impedance and is also measured

in ohms; the letter “Z” represents the impedance and may be substituted for the letter “R”.'¢

The formula used to determine the current flow in an electrical circuit or load when the

resistance and voltage are known is: �I = E_ � R �I = volts___resistanceEXAMPLE – A 120

volt circuit supplies an incandescent luminaire (lighting fixture) with a resistance of 200 ohms.

Determine the current flow, inamperes, of the circuit. � �A. 6.00 amperes � �B. 0.60 amperes � �C. 3.00

amperes � �D. 1.60 amperesANSWER – ( B ) �0.60 amperes  �I = volts___ = 120 volts_ = 0.60

amperesresistance 200 ohms'¢ The formula used to determine the voltage or voltage

drop in an electrical circuit when the current and resistance are known is: �E = I x R �E = current x

resistanceEXAMPLE – Determine the voltage drop of two size 10 AWG copper conductors

thatsupply a 16 ampere load located 100 feet from the voltage source.Given: The total

resistance of the two conductors is 0.25 ohms. �A. 2.00 volts �B. 0.40 volts �C. 4.00 volts �D. 40.00

voltsANSWER – ( C ) �4.00 volts  �E = I x R �E = 16 amperes x .25 ohms = 4 volts'¢ The

formula used to determine the resistance in an electrical circuit or load when the voltage and

current are known is: �R = E_I �R = voltagecurrentEXAMPLE – Determine the resistance of the

heating elements of an electric baseboard heater that

draws 8 amperes when supplied from a 120 volt source. �A. 0.07 ohms �B.

960 ohms �C. 15 ohms �D. 150 ohmsANSWER – ( C ) �15 ohms  �R = volts__ = 120 volts_ = 15

ohmscurrent 8 amperesUNIT 1SELF-ASSESSMENT QUIZ1.  �One kVA is equal to _____. �

A. 100 VA �B. 1,000 volts �C. 1,000 VA �D. 10,000 VA2.  �5,000 watts is equal to _____. �A. 500 kW �B.

5 kW �C. 0.50 kW �D. 50 kW3.  �Where a 120-volt microwave oven is rated 1,200 watts, how much

current, in  �amperes, will the microwave oven draw? �A. 0.10 amperes �B. 5 amperes �C. 10

amperes �D. 15 amperes4.  �When an electric hair dryer draws six (6) amperes when connected

to a 120  �  �volt source, the rating of the hair dryer is _____ . �A. 720 watts �B. 750 watts �C. 20

watts �D. 200 watts5.  �When a 240-volt, single-phase branch circuit has a current flow of 20  �

amperes, what is the resistance, in ohms, of this branch circuit? �A. 3 ohms �B. 6 ohms �C. 9 ohms �

D. 12 ohms6.  �When a 2 kW electric baseboard heater is connected to a 240-volt, single-phase �

circuit, the current flow in the circuit is _____. �A. 4.15 amperes �B. 8.33 amperes �C. 12.50

amperes �D. 16.66 amperes7.  �Determine the power consumed, in VA, by a lighting load that

operates at 115 �volts, draws eight amperes and has a power factor of 80 percent. �A. 1,150 VA �B.

960 VA �C. 920 VA �D. 736 VA8.  �A 150 ampere rated, 120/240-volt, single-phase residential

service will have a �volt-ampere rating of _____. �A. 180,000 VA �B. 90,000 VA �C. 36,000 VA �D.

72,000 VA9.  �A 15 kW, 208-volt, single-phase heat pump will have a full-load current rating of



_____. �A. 72 amperes �B. 46 amperes �C. 66 amperes �D. 33 amperes10.  �What is the power factor

of a 6,500 watt load that draws 33 amperes of currentwhen connected to a 240-volt, single-

phase source? �A. 1.21 percent �B. 82.0 percent �C. 68.0 percent �D. 1.04 percent11. Given: An

electric baseboard heater has a total resistance of 22 ohms and issupplied with a 240-volt,

single-phase power source. Determine the current. �A. 10.9 amperes �B. 21.8 amperes �C. 0.09

amperesD. 1.01 amperes12. The power factor of a 5 kW load drawing 30 amperes of current

when connected to a 208-volt, single-phase source is _____. �A. 92 percent �B. 46 percent �C. 80

percent �D. 83 percent13. A 200 ampere rated, 208Y/120-volt, three-phase, 4-wire commercial

servicewill have a VA rating of _____. �A. 360 VA �B. 43,231 VA �C. 41,600 VA �D. 72,051 VA14.

Ohm’s Law is a relationship between _____. �A. current, voltage and amperes �B. current, voltage

and power �C. voltage, current and resistance �D. voltage, power and resistance15. What is the

rated secondary current of a 600 VA, single-phase transformer atunity power factor, that has a

200-volt input and a 15-volt secondary? �A. 10 amperes �B. 20 amperes �C. 13 amperes �D. 40

amperes16. Determine the line current, in amperes, on a balanced three-phase

electricalsystem with a load of 25 kVA per phase and a line voltage of 208Y/120-volts.Total

power is 75 kVA. �A. 87 amperes � �B. 144 amperes �C. 208 amperes �D. 360 amperes17. If an

industrial type HID luminaire (lighting fixture), rated at 300 watts, isconnected to a 120-volt

branch circuit and is drawing three amperes of current,the luminaire has a power factor of

_____. �A. 83 percent �B. 93 percent �C. 1.2 percent �D. 79 percent18. 5 horsepower is equal to

_____. �A. 5 kW �B. 3,730 watts �C. 5,000 watts �D. 5 kVA19. When eight (8) 400 watt metal halide

luminaries (lighting fixtures), each have apower factor of .86, are connected to a 277-volt,

single-phase lighting branchcircuit, the full-load current (FLC) of the luminaires will be _____. �A.

11.55 amperes �B. 5.54 amperes �C. 13.43 amperes �D. 6.68 amperes20. When a 400 ampere

rated commercial service is supplied with a 480Y/277volt, three-phase, 4-wire electrical

system, the service has a rating of _____. �A. 144.10 kVA �B. 110.80 kVA �C. 192.00 kVA �D. 332.50

kVANOTESPRACTICAL CALCULATIONS FOR ELECTRICIANSUNIT 1SELF-ASSESSMENT

QUIZANSWER KEYANSWER REFERENCE1. C � �Trade Knowledge � 1

kVA x 1,000 = 1,000 VA2. B � � � �Trade Knowledge � �5,000 = 5 kW � 1,0003. C � � � �Current Formula � �I

1,200 watts = 10 amperes120 volts4. A � � �Power Formula � �P = 6 amperes x 120 volts = 720 watts �5.

D � � � �Ohm’s Law � �R = 240 volts = 12 ohms resistance � � � 20 amps6. B � � � �Current Formula � �I = 2

1,000 = 2,000 = 8.33 amperes240 volts 2407. D � � � �Power Formula � �P= 8 amperes x 115

volts x .8 (pf) = 736 VA8. C � �Power Formula � � �P = 240 volts x 150 amperes = 36,000 VA9. A � � � �Current

Formula � �I = 15 kW x 1,000 = 15,000 = 72 amperes208 volts 20810. B � � �Power Factor

Formula � �PF= 6,500 watts___ = 6,500 watts = .82 = 82% 240 volts x 33 amps 7,920

VA11. A � � �Ohm’s Law � �I = 240 volts = 10.90 amperes22 ohms12. C � � �Power Factor Formula � �PF= 5

kW x 1,000 = 5,000 watts = .80 = 80%208 volts x 30 amps 6,240 VA13. D � � �Power Formula,

3-phase � �VA = 208 volts x 1.732 x 200 amps =72,051 VA14. C � � �Ohm’s Law � � volts________

E__ � � current x resistance I x R15. D � � �Current Formula � �I = 600 VA_ = 40

amperes15 volts � �*NOTE – The VA rating of the transformer is the same on both the primary

andon the secondary.16. C � � Current Formula, 3-phase � � �I = 75,000 VA__ = 75,000 = 208.30

amperes208 volts x 1.732 360.2517. A � � �Power Factor Formula � �PF= 300 watts = 300

= .83 (83%)120 volts x 3 amps 36018. B � � �General Knowledge � �5 HP x 746 watts = 3,730

watts19. C � � �Current Formula � �I= 400 watts__ = 400 = 1.679 amperes277 volts x .86

238.22 � �1.679 amperes x 8 (luminaires) = 13.43 amperes20. D � � � Power Formula, 3-phase � �P =

400A x 480V x 1.732 = 332,544 VA = 332.5 kVA1,000 1,000 UNIT 2BRANCH

CIRCUITSUpon successfully completing this unit of study, the student will be familiar with the

concept of sizing, rating and overcurrent protection of branch circuits as well as calculating the



number required.# of CIRCUITS = LOAD VA  � CIRCUIT VA UNIT

2BRANCH CIRCUITSRELATED INFORMATION:'¢ The definition of a branch circuit is the

circuit conductors between the final overcurrent device (circuit breaker or fuse) protecting the

circuit and the outlet(s). [Article 100] In other words, that portion of a wiring system that is

beyond the final overcurrent device protecting the circuit and the outlet(s).'¢ The rating of a

branch circuit is determined by the maximum ampere rating of the overcurrent protective

device (circuit breaker or fuse) and NOT by the size of the conductors used for the branch-

circuit. [210.3]'¢ In general, branch-circuit conductors shall have an allowable ampacity

(current-carrying capacity) of NOT less than 125% of the continuous load, plus 100% of the

non-continuous load to be served. [210.19(A)(1)(a)]EXAMPLE – When a single branch-circuit

serves a continuous load of 20 amperes anda non-continuous load of 10 amperes, the branch-

circuit conductors arerequired to have an allowable current-carrying capacity of at least _____. �

A. 30.00 amperes �B. 37.50 amperes �C. 35.00 amperes �D. 32.50 amperesANSWER – ( C ) �35.00

amperes  �20 amperes x 1.25 = 25 amperes  �10 amperes x 1.00 = 10

amperes � � TOTAL = 35 amperes'¢ The definition of a continuous load is a load

where the maximum current is expected to continue for 3 hours or more. [Article 100]'¢

Examples of continuous loads are lighting loads for commercial and industrial occupancies that

are expected to be operated for at least three (3) hours.'¢ Examples of non-continuous

loads are general-purpose receptacle outlets provided for commercial, industrial, and

residential occupancies and general-purpose lighting loads for residential occupancies.'¢ In

general, overcurrent devices protecting branch-circuits shall have a rating of not less than

125% of the continuous load to be served plus 100% of the non-continuous load to be served.

[210.20(A)] In other words, overcurrent devices protecting branch circuits are not to be loaded

more than 80% of their rated value when protecting continuous loads.EXAMPLE -  �When a 100

ampere rated circuit breaker is used to protect a branch circuit serving a continuous load, the

load shall not exceed _____. �A. 80 amperes �B. 100 amperes �C. 125 amperes �D. 115

amperesANSWER – ( A ) �80 amperes  �100 amperes x .80 = 80 amperes'¢ Note the

exception to 210.20(A). If the overcurrent device protecting the circuit is listed for continuous

operation, it shall be permitted to have a rating of 100% of the continuous load(s) to be served.

Be advised, circuit breakers are NOT listed for continuous operation, unless they have a rating

of at least 400 amperes or more.'¢ In general, branch-circuit loads shall be calculated as

shown in 220.12, 220.14, and 220.16 [220.10]'¢ In general, lighting loads are to be

supplied by 15-and 20-ampere rated branch-circuits. [210.23(A)]'¢ Lighting loads for

specific occupancies shall be based on the unit load per square foot depending on the type of

occupancy as given on Table 220.12. [220.12]Table 220.12 General Lighting Loads by

OccupancyUNIT LOADType of OccupancyVolt-Amperesper Square MeterVolt-Amperesper

Square FootArmories and auditoriums111Banks39b3½bBarber shops and beauty

parlors333Churches111Clubs222Court rooms222Dwelling unitsa333Garages – commercial

(storage)6½Hospitals222Hotels and motels, including apartment houses without provision for

cooking by tenantsa222Industrial commercial (loft) buildings222Lodge rooms171½Office

buildings39b3½bRestaurants222Schools333Stores333Warehouses (storage)3¼In any of the

preceding occupancies exceptone-family dwellings and individual dwellingunits of two-family

and multifamily dwellings:Assembly halls and auditoriums111Halls, corridors, closets,

stairways6½Storage spaces3¼aSee 220.14(J) bSee 220.14(K)'¢ General lighting loads

are to be calculated from the outside dimensions of the building. [220.12]'¢ To determine

the area, in square feet, of a building, simply multiply the length of the building times the width

of the building.EXAMPLE -  �A building has outside dimensions of 100 feet in length and 75 feet



in width. The building has a total area of _____. � �A. 750 square feet � �B. 175 square feet � �C. 7,500

square feet � �D. 1,750 square feetANSWER -  �( C ) �7,500 sq. ft.  �100 ft. x 75 ft. = 7,500 sq. ft.'¢

When calculating the area, in square feet, of a multi-story building, multiply the length of the

building by the width of the building by the number of stories.EXAMPLE -  �A three (3) story

building having outside dimensions of 100 feet by 75  � feet has a total area of _____. � �A.

2,225 square feet � �B. 7,500 square feet � �C. 15,000 square feet � �D. 22,500 square feetANSWER -  �

( D ) �22,500 sq. ft.  �100 ft. x 75 ft. x 3 (stories) = 22,500 sq. ft.'¢ When calculating lighting

loads for dwelling units do NOT include open porches, garages or unfinished spaces not

adaptable for future use. [220.12]'¢ Remember, in general, lighting loads for habitable

spaces of dwelling units and guest rooms of hotels and motels are not considered as

continuous use. But lighting loads of commercial and industrial occupancies are considered as

continuous use.'¢ The formula used to determine the minimum number of general lighting

branch-circuits required for a dwelling unit is: � Number of Circuits = load VA_circuit

VAEXAMPLE –  �A dwelling unit having 2,000 sq. ft. of habitable space is required to � �have at

least _____ 15-ampere, 120-volt general-purpose lighting � �branch-circuits. � � �A. two � � �B. three � � �C. four � � �

D. fiveANSWER -  �( C ) �four  � � � � 2,000 sq. ft. x 3 VA__ = 6,000 VA = 3.3 = 4 circuits120 volts x

15 amperes 1,800 VA'¢ When calculating branch-circuits, when your calculation is

more than a whole number, ex. 3.3, you must go to the next whole number. In other words, you

cannot install part of a circuit or circuit breaker.'¢ Multifamily apartment dwellings without

provisions for cooking by tenants are to be calculated at the same value, 2 VA per square foot,

as hotels and motels when determining the minimum of general lighting branch-circuits

required for the living units. [Table 220.12]EXAMPLE -  �A multifamily condo, without cooking

facilities provided for the tenants, having 12,000 sq. ft. of living area, is required to have at least

_____ 20 ampere, 120-volt general lighting branch-circuits, or at least _____ 15 ampere, 120-

volt general lighting branch-circuits. � �A. ten – ten � �B. fourteen – fourteen � �C. ten – thirteen � �D. ten –

fourteenANSWER – ( D ) �ten – fourteen � � � 12,000 sq. ft. x 2 VA_ = 24,000 VA = 10 circuits120

volts x 20 amperes 2,400 VA � � 12,000 sq. ft. x 2 VA = 24,000 VA = 13.3 = 14 circuits �

 � � 120 volts x 15 amperes 1,800 VA'¢ A formula used to determine the minimum

number of required general lighting branch-circuits for an office building, store, bank,

restaurant, etc. is : �Number of Circuits = load VA x 125%circuit VAEXAMPLE -  �A 10,000 sq. ft.

restaurant is required to be provided with at least _____ 20-ampere, 120-volt general lighting

branch-circuits. � �A. eight � �B. nine � �C. ten � �D. elevenANSWER -  �( D ) �eleven  � � � 10,000 x 2 VA x 125%

25,000 VA = 10.4 = 11 circuits120 volts x 20 amps 2,400 VA'¢ Because the circuit

breakers protecting the branch-circuits are not permitted to be loaded to more than 80 percent

of their rated value, [210.20(A)] we can also use this formula: �number of circuits = load

VA____circuit VA x 80% �number of circuits = 10,000 x 2 VA_ = 20,000 VA = 10.4 = 11

circuits � � 120 x 20 x 80% 1,920 VA'¢ Notice that Table 220.12 reflects

minimum requirements for general lighting loads. Many commercial, particularly mercantile,

occupancies have luminaries (lighting fixtures) installed for display, specialty, enhancement or

accent lighting in addition to the general lighting. These loads are required to be included

when calculating lighting loads.EXAMPLE -  �A 15,000 sq. ft. retail store has 10,000 VA of

accent lighting in addition to the general lighting. How many 120-volt, 20-ampere branch-

circuits are required for the accent and general lighting loads? � �A. 30 � �B. 24 � �C. 36 � �D. 32ANSWER -  �

( A ) �30 circuits  � � �General ltg. circuits = 15,000 x 3 VA = 45,000 = 23.4 = 24120 x 20 x 80%

1,920 �Accent ltg. circuits = 10,000 VA = 10,000 = 5.2 = 6120 x 20 x 80% 1,920 �24 +

6 = 30 circuits total'¢ When reviewing Table 220.12 notice the subscript (b) opposite of

banks and office buildings which refers you to 220.14(K). This article indicates when the



number of general-purpose receptacle outlets to be installed in the building has not yet been

determined, one VA per square foot is to be added to the calculation for the outlets. The

NEC® initiated this requirement because it is common practice for banks and office buildings

to have future tenant spaces and the actual number of general-purpose receptacle outlets to

be installed have not been determined prior to complete construction of the building.'¢ For

non-dwelling units, receptacle outlets are to be calculated at a value of not less than 180 volt-

amperes for each single or duplex receptacle. [220.14(I)] In banks and office buildings, the

receptacle loads are to be calculated to be the larger of (1) the calculated load from 220.14(I)

or(2) one VA per square ft. [220.14(K)]'¢ The formula used to determine the maximum

number of receptacle outlets permitted on a branch-circuit is: �Number of Receptacles = circuit

VA180 VAEXAMPLE -  �No more than _____ duplex receptacle outlets installed in a commercial

establishment may be supplied from a single 20-ampere rated, 120-volt branch-circuit. � �A. ten � �B.

twelve � �C. thirteen � �D. fourteenANSWER -  �( C ) �thirteen  � � �120 volts x 20 amperes = 2,400 = 13.3

= 13 receptacles180 VA 180'¢ When determining the minimum number of

required branch-circuits for general-purpose receptacle outlets when the specific number of

receptacle outlets to be installed in a commercial building is known, this formula may be used: �

number of circuits = 180 VA x number of receptaclescircuit VAEXAMPLE -  �You are to install

one hundred (100) duplex receptacle outlets in an existing office building. How many 20-

ampere, 120-volt, branch-circuits will need to be added to supply the additional receptacles? � �A.

twelve � �B. ten � �C. seven � �D. eightANSWER -  �( D ) �eight  � � � 180 VA x 100 = 18,000 = 7.5 =

circuits120 volts x 20 amps 2,400'¢ Section'¢ 220.14(G) indicates two methods are

permitted when calculating branch-circuits for show window lighting. �(1) 180 VA per receptacle

outlet in compliance with 210.62, which  �  � requires one receptacle per twelve

linear feet of the show window.  �(2) 200 volt-amps per linear foot of the show

window.The linear foot calculation method is the most commonly used method.  � The

following formula may be used: �number of circuits = 200 VA x linear ft. x 125%circuit

VAEXAMPLE -  �A retail department store is to have seventy five (75) continuous linear feet of

show window space. Using the linear foot method of calculation, how many 20-ampere, 120-

volt, branch-circuits must be provided for the show window lighting? � �A. eight � �B. seven � �C. six � �D.

fiveANSWER -  �( A ) �eight  � � �200 VA x 75 ft. x 125% = 18,750 = 7.8 = 8 circuits20 amps x 120

volts 2,400'¢ When calculating the number of required branch-circuits for multioutlet

assemblies installed in commercial, industrial and educational locations, the calculation is to be

based on the use of the supplied cord-connected equipment that is expected to be used at the

same time. [220.14(H)]'¢ When calculating the required branch-circuits for fixed multioutlet

assemblies where the cord-connected appliances are unlikely to be used simultaneously, you

can use the following formula: �number of circuits = (linear ft./5) x 180 VAcircuit VAEXAMPLE -  �A

small cabinet makers shop is to install fifty (50) feet of multioutlet assembly where the

appliances to be used are unlikely to be operated simultaneously. Where 20-ampere, 120-volt

branch-circuits are used to supply the assembly, what is the minimum required? � �A. one � �B. two � �C.

three � �D. fourANSWER -  �( A ) �one  � � � (50/5) x 180 = (10) x 180 = 1,800 = .75 or 1

circuit120 volts x 20 amps 2,400 2,400'¢ When calculating the branch-circuits

required for fixed multioutlet assemblies where the cord-connected appliances are likely to be

used simultaneously, the following formula may be used: �number of circuits = linear ft. x 180 VA � � �

circuit VAEXAMPLE -  �Seventy five (75) feet of fixed multioutlet assembly is to be

wall-mounted in a retail outlet displaying television sets where most of the TV sets are

operating simultaneously. How many 20-ampere, 120-volt branch-circuits are needed to supply

this installation? � �A. two � �B. five � �C. six � �D. sevenANSWER -  �( C ) �six  � � � 75 ft. x 180 VA = 13,500



= 5.6 = 6 circuits120 volts x 20 amps 2,400'¢ The definition of an individual branch-

circuit is a branch-circuit that supplies only one utilization equipment. Examples of individual

branch circuits would be branch-circuits supplying electric water heaters, dryers, ranges,

cooktops, air conditioners, etc. [Article 100]'¢ For other than individual branch-circuits the

rating of the circuits shall be 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50 amperes. [210.3] Individual branch circuits

may also have ratings of the same size, in addition they may have ratings of 25, 35, 45 and 60

amperes or more. See Table 240.6(A) for the standard size ampere ratings of fuses and circuit

breakers.'¢ When selecting ampere ratings of overcurrent protective devices, if the

conductors being protected are NOT part of a multi-outlet branch circuit supplying receptacles

for cord-and-plug-connected portable loads and the ampacity of the conductors do not

correspond with the standard ampere rating of a fuse or circuit breaker and the next higher

standard rating selected does not exceed 800 amperes, the next higher standard overcurrent

device shall be permitted to be used. [240.4(B)(1),(2)&(3)]'¢ When selecting overcurrent

protective devices where the overcurrent device is rated over 800 amperes, if the ampacity of

the conductors do not correspond with the standard rating of a fuse or a circuit breaker you

must go down to the next standard size fuse or circuit breaker. [240.4(C)]'¢ The overcurrent

protection for small conductors, sizes 14 AWG through 10 AWG, shall be as listed in 240.4(D).

Do not get overcurrent confused with ampacity.'¢ When sizing branch-circuits and

overcurrent protection for appliances such as water heaters and cooktops, they are to be sized

per Article 422. Branch-circuits for household cooking appliances shall be permitted to be in

accordance with Table 220.55, which will be discussed later. [422.10(A)]'¢ Fixed storage-

type water heaters with a capacity of 120 gallons or less shall be considered a continuous load

when sizing branch-circuits. [422.13]EXAMPLE -  �The branch-circuit conductors supplying a 5

kW, 240-volt, single-phase water heater, are required to have an ampacity of at least _____. � �A.

15.0 amperes � �B. 20.8 amperes � �C. 26.0 amperes � �D. 31.2 amperesANSWER -  �( C ) �26.0 amperes  � � �

I = 5 kW x 1,000 = 5,000 = 20.8 x 125% = 26.04 amperes � � � 240 volts 240 � � �*NOTE - To

solve this problem you should refer to 422.13 and

422.10(A).EXAMPLE -  �The MAXIMUM size circuit breaker that may be used to protect a 5 kW,

240-volt, single-phase electric water heater has a rating of _____. � �A. 20 amperes � �B. 25 amperes � �

C. 30 amperes � �D. 35 amperesANSWER -  �( D ) �35 amperes  � � �I = 5,000 = 20.8 amps x 150% =

31.2 amperes � � � 240 � � �*NOTE - The next standard size circuit breaker has a rating of 35

amperes. To solve this problem you should refer to

422.11(E)(3) and 240.6(A).'¢ When sizing branch-circuits and overcurrent protection

for fixed electric space-heating equipment, they are to be sized in compliance with Article 424.'¢

Fixed electric space-heating equipment shall be considered as continuous loads.

[424.3(B)]EXAMPLE - The branch-circuit conductors supplying a 15 kW, 240 volt, single-

phase fixed electric space-heater, are required to have an ampacity of at least _____. � �A. 42

amperes � �B. 52 amperes � �C. 63 amperes � �D. 78 amperesANSWER -  �( D ) �78 amperes  � � �I = 15

1,000 = 15,000 = 62.5 x 125% = 78 amperes240 240'¢ The following formula may

be used to determine the minimum number of a required branch-circuits to supply fixed electric

space-heating equipment: �number of circuits = load VA x 125% � � circuit

VAEXAMPLE -  �What is the minimum number of 20-ampere, 240-volt branch-circuits required

for twelve (12) baseboard heaters, each rated 1,250 watts at 240-volts, single-phase? � �A. three � �

B. four � �C. six � �D. eightANSWER – ( B ) �four  � � �1,250 x 12 x 125% = 18,750 = 3.9 = 4 circuits240

volts x 20 amps 4,800UNIT 2SELF-ASSESSMENT QUIZ1. � A continuous load is a load

where the maximum current is expected to continue  �for _____ or more. � �A. 15 minutes � �B. one

hour � �C. two hours � �D. three hours2. � �Disregarding exceptions, branch-circuit conductors serving



continuous loads are  �required to have an allowable ampacity of at LEAST _____ of the load(s)

to be               served. � �
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Vermont, I learned more from this book in two month than I learned in four years of my

apprenticeship classes. The first part of the study guid is all the equations and breaks them

down to learn how to use them. They have small practice tests for each section as you

complete them. Then there are 12 25 question tests to follow and lastly there are two 100

question test at the end, I studied this book from the front cover to the first 100 question test.

The only thing I didn’t do is the last 100 question test because I ran out of time. I took my

masters exam yesterday and passed it the first time thanks to this book. This book is worth

every penny and in my opinion better than a refresher class. Also I should note, this is the first

time I ever felt the need to write a review on anything! Buy this book, good luck”

BigB777, “You’ll hate it but You’ll Pass. There are problems with this - practice questions with

unavoidable answers, basic incorrect examples. But the tricks it plays on you teach you brutal

lessons. And the breakdowns are very valuable and useful. I detest the author but my test was

a total cakewalk after prepping with this book.”

Steve Krug, “a good thing as most states only allow the code book .... A well presented book

that progressively takes you thru the basics. By the time you are thru the practice tests you get

weaned from it to the actual NEC code book, a good thing as most states only allow the code

book while taking THE TEST. I'd have given it 5 stars but it had a few  editing errors”

Kristi V., “Mastering Electrical. Great investment! Contains more information then excepted and

easy to understand.We have attempted several prep classes, tried out tutors and even taken

some online courses, but this book was by far the most succinct information available.”

Brian Palmieri, “Must have. This without a doubt helped pass E1 test. It had throughout the

whole book less than 5 errors but nothing that would warrant me saying the book isn’t worth it.

This is a must have for would be test takers. Remember study PV and safety also that was not

in this book.”
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